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Panda is a Programmable Input/Output (I/O) Packet Architectural Design Environment. Panda allows the user to describe the functional behavior of
the data-path architecture by defining one or more ports to generate output events. These events can then be processed by an associated Port
Management System to generate a “signature" or sequence of low-level events that can be applied to another functional block or to a device. Panda
offers an ability to specify a strict hardware implementation of the packet switching function as well as flexible functionality. Panda allows designs to
be optimized using a set of pre-implemented and pre-optimized modules that can be reused for several applications. Trellis is a Programmable
Input/Output Architecture Library for the IP Stack. It can be used to generate a Lattice device description by describing the function of an IP stack.
A series of modules can be implemented to describe the IP stack, and Trellis will synthesize a Lattice device implementation of the IP stack with a
high degree of hardware optimization. This high level of optimization allows the IP stack to be synthesized efficiently and helps to reduce the
overhead of designing and simulating at the Lattice CPLD level. References External links Lattice Technology Corporation - official site Lattice
Logic LP Technologies Inc. - official site Lattice.net - Lattice Technology forum Category:Electronic design automation software Category:Lattice
microprocessors Category:Programmable devices Category:Electronic engineering Category:Electronics manufacturing27 News The NCAA's InjuredReserve list just got a little bit bigger. The college football scouting combine is in the rearview mirror, and the NFL combine is right around the
corner, which means that draft season is still just a few weeks away. NFL.com's Chris Wesseling has an early look at the Denver Broncos' current
depth chart and who they might target at certain positions, especially on the offensive line. The Denver Broncos look like they could end up in a
position where they’re looking to replace some significant contributors. Let’s take a look at some of the biggest names that are off the roster and see
what the draft options are for the team. For the Broncos, this is another season where they may be looking to improve at the most important position,
the quarterback position. Peyton Manning had
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